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The only reason its so crap is I didn’t bother with a

synopsis or an Acts page gor this one.
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INT. NEWSROOM- 4PM

FADE IN

Newsroom, tables, chairs & Computers.

JOE, 24, 5’6.

JOE

On today’s news, a big tree runs in

to the house of commons and grabs

David Cameron by the neck and says

give more money to green charity’s

or I’ll punch your face in. Then

well be looking at results of a

pole to find out if she’s pregnant

or not. But 1st there’s been

numerous complaints about global

politicians coming over and wasting

tax payers money by not eating all

the food that’s cooked and it goes

to waste. Reports suggest that

they should make there own

sandwiches at home and drink tea

like the rest of us.

TAM, 29, 5’8

TAM

In other news there were 3

bears. They were called Mummy

Bear, Daddy Bear & Baby Bear. They

all died. That was the news now

it’s time for the weather.

FADE OUT

EXT. OUTSIDE- 4.10PM

FADE IN

Empty street just weather reporter.

WINDY, 44, Red jacket, hood, microphone.

WINDY

Well as you can see I’m out here in

the windy pishing rain and if

you’re watching this programme

which is a lot of crap the weathers

probably the same where you

are. Find out about the Pole as it

follows.
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INT. BATHROOM- 4.20PM

Bath, shower, sink, toilet, double windows.

ATHENA, 17, 5’5

ATHENA

Now were at the end of this shitey

report we can now find out if the

poll that’s me wither I’m pregnant

or not. Now I peed on this test

before my show and my results were

in conclusive. And that’s all we

have time for so thank god wont

see.........

Editor, 19, black cap, black t-shirt, black trousers, black

steel toes.

EDITOR

Cut that’s a rap everyone.

FADE OUT
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